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The purpose of this study is to identify and describe options for improving the use, condition, and performance of freight intermodal connectors through the provision of better data for planning and programming. This study describes issues related to the designation of freight intermodal connectors, examined data needs and options for a long-term data program, including the potential for the development of a stand-alone intermodal connector database; reviewed options for improving data quality and amount of data available for planning on intermodal connectors, and developed guidance on how to incorporate freight intermodal connectors into State Freight Plans.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Freight intermodal connectors are roads that provide local connections between major rail, port, airport, and pipeline terminals and the broader National Highway System (NHS) set of major roads. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) maintains a network of NHS intermodal connectors that are designated by State Departments of Transportation (DOTs) and qualify for funding opportunities available for the NHS. Freight intermodal connectors account for less than one percent of total NHS mileage, but these roads are critical for the timely and reliable movement of freight. Therefore, it is important to understand the operations of intermodal connectors because they have a direct impact on goods movement efficiency, and the health of the economy. FHWA commissioned the Freight Intermodal Connector Study to provide a comprehensive understanding of the use, condition, and performance of the nation’s freight intermodal connectors. Phase I of the study included:

- Description of the existing designated NHS Intermodal Connector system.
- Identification of existing and emerging freight and logistics trends, and how they are likely to impact freight intermodal connectors in the future.
- Review of the current state of the practice in evaluating freight connector conditions and performance, including use of Federal, State, and local databases and modeling tools, as well as available performance measures.
- Case studies of connectors at 18 freight intermodal terminals to understand how condition and performance data are being used to guide connector planning and investment decisions.
- An examination of recent improvements to freight connector routes, including innovative funding approaches and key “lessons learned.”

Phase II of the study focuses on options for improving the use, condition, and performance of freight intermodal connectors through the provision of better data for planning and programming. The activities conducted under this task include:

- Description of issues related to the designation of freight intermodal connectors.
- Examination of the data needs and options for a long-term data program, including the potential for the development of a stand-alone intermodal connector database.
- Review of options for improving data quality and the amount of data available for planning on intermodal connectors.
- Guidance on how to incorporate freight intermodal connectors into State Freight Plans.
This report summarizes the key findings and conclusions from this work. These are external findings and conclusions that do not necessarily represent the views of U.S. DOT, including the Federal Highway Administration.
CHAPTER 2. POTENTIAL CHANGES TO INTERMODAL CONNECTOR DESIGNATION CRITERIA

This portion of work examined potential changes to the designation of National Highway System (NHS) intermodal connectors. The potential changes were identified during previous discussions and research conducted during the first phase of the study and included:

- Expanding the definition of intermodal freight terminals to include truck-truck terminals.
- Raising the minimum truck volume threshold for connectors as established during the designation process.
- Developing route designations that connect terminals specifically to the Interstate system rather than the NHS system.
- Rescreening existing connectors for eligibility.

These potential changes were discussed with State Department of Transportation (DOT) and Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) staff in 16 agencies about these changes. Summary feedback provided by these agencies is as follows:

- Some of the State DOTs and MPOs supported expanding the definition of intermodal connectors to include truck-truck terminals because access to those terminals is viewed as important to State and local economic development. However, careful attention must be given to the definition of truck-truck terminals because a wide (and potentially, overly wide) range of truck facilities and access roadways could be included. Other stakeholders felt that expanding the definition would dilute the focus on the current freight intermodal connectors.

- Respondents indicated little interest in raising the threshold from 100 trucks per day in each direction, but thought that Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) designation criteria should explicitly consider the economic contribution of the connector to the local and regional economy, not just terminal use and truck volumes. States with large agricultural and resource areas would like to make clusters of terminals serving agricultural and resource areas eligible where the terminals share a common access route.

- Designation and signing of corridors from terminals to the nearest Interstate highway would be an improvement, but State DOTs and MPOs were hesitant to endorse the idea because of concerns about the effectiveness of roadside signs and the cost and level of effort that might be required to coordinate signing across multiple jurisdictions. Respondents agreed that some initiative should be taken to improve visibility and increase overall awareness of connector routes.
• State DOTs were unanimously opposed to acquiring more roadway mileage and the cost responsibilities that come with ownership. State agencies believe that local agencies tend to ignore connectors unless the connectors serve significant commuter traffic in addition to freight traffic. Conversely, local agencies believe that the State tend to ignore connectors because they are not major roadways facilitating high volumes of statewide or regional travel.

• The agencies were in favor of dedicated funding for intermodal connectors or preference for connector roadways within existing funding mechanisms, such as Transportation Investment Generating Economic Recovery (TIGER) or Fostering Advancements in Shipping and Transportation for the Long-term Achievement of National Efficiencies (FASTLANE). However, the discussants were concerned that a poorly designed funding program might shortchange States that already have invested in their connectors. Regardless, State DOTs and MPOs were consistent in saying that there should be a better way to prioritize funding to intermodal connectors, as most of the routes are in poor condition.

• Three proven methods for monitoring truck traffic along intermodal connectors are available to FHWA, State DOTs, and MPOs: 1) traffic volume and classification counts; 2) truck cordon analyses using Global Positioning System (GPS) data; and 3) periodic surveys of terminal operators. All would provide sufficient positional data to assess the use of connectors and the validity of their NHS designation.
CHAPTER 3. CONCLUSIONS ON INCORPORATING FREIGHT INTERMODAL PLANNING INTO STATE FREIGHT PLANS

49 U.S.C. 70202(e) of the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act includes a requirement that State Departments of Transportation (DOTs) develop State Freight Plans to be eligible for freight funding sources. This report provides guidance for States in regards to incorporating designated National Highway System (NHS) freight intermodal connectors into their State Freight Plans. This report lists the 10 required elements for developing State Freight Plans compliant with 49 U.S.C. 70202(e) and explains how intermodal freight planning can be incorporated into them. The remainder of this section provides detailed information on the process that can be used to gather the information and perform the analysis necessary to incorporate freight intermodal connectors into these plans.

Table 1. Summary of the incorporation of freight intermodal planning into 10 required State freight plan elements (49 U.S.C. 70202(e)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required State Freight Planning Element</th>
<th>Incorporation of Intermodal Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Identification of significant freight system trends, needs, and issues with respect to the State.</td>
<td>• Describe recent trends of intermodal facilities that generate traffic onto freight intermodal connectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assemble or collect accurate classification volume information on connector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify needs on connectors to include, at a minimum, congestion, pavement condition, and safety.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Description of the freight policies, strategies, and performance measures that will guide the freight-related transportation investment decisions of the State.</td>
<td>• Identify any policies, strategies, and performance measures related to freight intermodal connectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• When applicable, a listing of: a) multimodal critical rural freight facilities and corridors designated within the State under 49 U.S.C. 70103 (National Multimodal Freight Network); and b) critical rural and urban freight corridors designated within the State under 23 U.S.C. 167 (National Highway Freight Program).</td>
<td>• Identify any overlap between designated freight intermodal connectors: 1) multimodal critical rural freight corridors and 2) critical rural and urban freight corridors designated within the State.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Examine the potential to reorient critical freight facilities to more effectively designate roadways.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Description of how the plan will improve the ability of the State to meet the national multimodal freight policy goals described in 49 U.S.C. 70101(b) and the national highway freight program goals described in 23 U.S.C. 167.</td>
<td>• Describe how improvements to freight intermodal connectors impact economic competitiveness, achieve/maintain a state of good repair, reliability of freight transportation, and environmental conditions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Summary of the incorporation of freight intermodal planning into 10 required State freight plan elements (continuation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Required State Freight Planning Element</th>
<th>Incorporation of Intermodal Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Description of how innovative technologies and operational strategies, including freight intelligent transportation systems, that improve the safety and efficiency of the freight movement are considered.</td>
<td>• Consider technologies that are available at designated freight terminals and vehicles that are generated at these facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In the case of roadways on which travel by heavy vehicles (including mining, agricultural, energy cargo or equipment, and timber vehicles) is projected to substantially deteriorate the condition of the roadways, a description of improvements that may be required to reduce or impede the deterioration.</td>
<td>• Determine if heavy vehicles are generated at freight intermodal terminals. • Develop specific improvements targeted towards heavy vehicles, if needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• An inventory of facilities with freight mobility issues, such as bottlenecks, within the State, and for those facilities that are State owned or operated, a description of the strategies the State is employing to address those freight mobility issues.</td>
<td>• Identify strategies to address freight mobility issues of freight intermodal connectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consideration of any significant congestion or delay caused by freight movements and any strategies to mitigate that congestion or delay.</td>
<td>• Estimate total delay on freight intermodal connectors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A freight investment plan that, subject to 49 U.S.C. 70202(c), includes a list of priority projects and describes how funds made available to carry out 23 U.S.C. 167 would be invested and matched.</td>
<td>• Consideration of all funding sources available to designated freight intermodal connectors based on their inclusion in the NHS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Consultation with the State Freight Advisory Committee, if applicable.</td>
<td>• Conduct outreach with intermodal freight terminal operators, representatives of truck drivers accessing the terminal, and relevant local jurisdictions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RECENT TRENDS, NEEDS, AND ISSUES RELATED TO FREIGHT INTERMODAL CONNECTORS

Describing the trends, needs, and issues related to freight intermodal connectors lays the foundation for incorporating connectors into State Freight Plans. Information from this activity is used to confirm the designation of existing connectors, identify potential new connectors, determine the users of freight connectors, examine the needs for freight improvements, and develop estimates of the future trajectory of usage of connectors.
Analysis of vehicle classifications counts and input from stakeholders conducted in earlier tasks in this study identified that assembling accurate vehicle classification count data on designated NHS freight intermodal connectors is a major challenge for freight intermodal planning efforts. State Freight Plans should examine several sources to determine existing classification count data, including:

- Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) database.
- State DOT classification count databases.
- Local planning and environmental studies related to the freight intermodal terminal.
- Previous freight planning efforts which may have included the freight intermodal terminal.

Ideally, the vehicle classification data for multiple years will be available and trends in truck and auto volumes can be examined for the freight intermodal connector. Available vehicle classification count data should be presented to freight stakeholders to confirm the accuracy of the information. State DOTs should consider collecting new count data on freight intermodal connectors, if the accuracy of count data cannot be verified.

Another step of determining recent trends related to freight intermodal connectors is to determine the trends that are impacting the terminals that generate truck traffic on the connector. Trends in volumes at the terminals tend to match with activity levels for freight intermodal connectors. For public marine ports, annual containerized traffic volumes can be obtained from the American Association of Port Administrators. Port volume estimates can be combined with estimates of inland modal shares for truck and rail to estimate the number of trucks generated at the terminal and therefore likely to use intermodal connectors.

Airport freight intermodal connector volumes can be estimated using air cargo estimates and dividing this by an average payload weight per truck accessing an airport. Pipeline terminal estimates are not generally available, but may be obtained from outreach to terminal operators. Similarly, volumes at intermodal rail yards may be available through outreach to the operating railroad or from previously published reports. The American Association of Railroads generates annual containerized volume estimates, which can be used as an estimate for trends at individual intermodal container yards. Class I railroads also provide annual estimates for company-wide containerized volumes through their quarterly earnings reports which are available on their corporate Web sites. These documents can be used as estimates of trends at localized rail intermodal yards.

There are a wide range of needs that can arise on freight intermodal connectors. As an example, as part of the Oregon Freight Intermodal Connector Study the results of a stakeholder survey identified more than 150 specific needs for connectors in the State across 11 categories. The
categories were identified within the survey and respondents had the opportunity to identify additional types of needs as well. The pre-selected 11 categories were:

- Congestion.
- Trucks mixing with other roadway users (e.g., cars, pedestrians, and bicyclists) and operating in areas of incompatible land uses.
- Pavement condition.
- Safety.
- Train impediments.
- Shoulder width.
- Turning movements.
- Striping/signage issues.
- Truck parking.
- Height/weight restrictions.
- Truck regulations.

These 11 categories can be considered for examination in State Freight Plans. As shown in figure 1, the most common of these needs was congestion with 27 specific congestion-related issues identified across the 82 responses. This was followed by issues related to truck activity mixing with other roadways users and land uses, poor pavement condition, and safety issues with 26, 21, and 21 responses respectively for each of these categories. The issues with the most responses could be deserving of more detailed analysis in State Freight Plans.

Earlier tasks of this study determined that nationally, 37 percent of connectors have poor pavement conditions. The analysis also determined that on average, peak-period speeds are 11 percent lower than nighttime speeds, which indicates that congestion is a common issue as well as across the country.

To estimate congestion on freight intermodal connectors, State DOTs can utilize the FHWA National Performance Management Research Data Set (NPMRDS) to determine congested and uncongested truck and auto speeds.

This information can be combined with count data to estimate the levels of delays and describe congestion patterns on the connector. Pavement condition data are available through the FHWA HPMS system. Safety data can be obtained from statewide vehicle crash databases.
POLICIES, STRATEGIES, AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

State DOTs should consider policies, strategies, and performance measures that are targeted towards freight intermodal connectors. Examples can include:

- Guidelines to maintain freight intermodal connector pavement conditions to a minimum level.

- Targeting a percentage of the State freight funding to be applied to improving the operation of designated NHS freight intermodal connectors.

- Calculating connector delay on a regular basis (perhaps annually) to identify segments that have emerging congestion issues.

CONSIDERATION OF DESIGNATED RURAL AND URBAN FREIGHT CORRIDORS

It is possible that there is some overlap between roadways that are designated as freight intermodal connectors and roadways that are designated as rural or urban freight corridors. State DOTs should consider the advantages and disadvantages to having overlapping designation. The advantage includes a recognition that such an overlap would highlight roadways that are an important part of a State’s freight infrastructure for multiple reasons. The disadvantage includes that it reduces the amount of mileage in the State for which freight funding can be applied.
NATIONAL FREIGHT POLICY GOALS

There are 10 national multimodal freight policy goals described in 49 U.S.C. 70101. In relationship to freight intermodal connectors, the unique elements of the goals include its emphasis on the economic development aspect of freight planning. Describing the economic importance of improvements to freight intermodal connectors can be used to support the national multimodal freight policy goals. This can be accomplished in a number of new ways, including the following:

- The economic benefits of improvements can be estimated from reductions in delay using factors described in the FHWA Highway Economic Requirements System.
- The economic benefits of pavement improvements can be estimated using.
- A qualitative description of how improvements to freight intermodal connectors will provide benefits for the industries that rely on the freight terminals to support their supply chains.
- A qualitative description of how improvements to freight intermodal connectors support the expansion or relocation of freight-intensive companies.

The national multimodal freight policy goals also include improving reliability of the Nation’s freight infrastructure. The reliability of freight intermodal connectors can be estimated based on FHWA NPMRDS database. Improvements in reliability of connectors can be estimated based on speed improvements that are identified for these connectors.

Improvements to pavement conditions and the environment that arise from improvements of freight intermodal connectors also support the national goals. Other elements of the national multimodal policy goals can be supported through the analysis of trends, needs and issues of freight intermodal connectors, as described in the Connector Data in the Existing Databases section.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

State Freight Plan guidance includes recommendations that State DOTs consider innovative technologies and operational strategies, including freight intelligent transportation systems, which improve the safety and efficiency of freight movement. For freight intermodal connectors, a particular focus can be given to technologies that can be applied to improve the operations of designated freight terminals and information that can be provided to truck drivers that access these terminals.

The FHWA Freight Advanced Traveler Information Systems (FRATIS) has identified two broad types of applications: 1) freight-specific dynamic travel planning and performance, and
2) drayage and truck routing optimization.\(^1\) The elements of freight-specific travel planning and performance that should be considered as it relates to freight intermodal connectors include:

- Real-time data on wait times at intermodal terminals, such as container ports and intermodal railyards.
- Adaptive communication between drayage companies that operate at freight intermodal terminals, truck drivers, and intermodal terminal operators.
- Dynamic routing for drivers that allows for optimal route choices to be made based on real-time traffic conditions.

**CONSIDERATION OF HEAVY VEHICLES**

Freight intermodal connectors are often used by trucks that operate close to the 80,000-pound maximum truck weight on the Interstate system, pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 127. This occurs due to large shippers loading containers to their maximum allowable weight to minimize the number of containers utilized, thereby reducing total cost incurred by the shipper. Additionally, freight intermodal connectors may be used by overweight trucks, which are often permitted to operate at large bulk terminals that are located next to freight intermodal terminals, such as those typically located at marine ports. State Freight Plans should examine whether there are overweight trucks allowed on connector roads, and note any impacts on pavement conditions or other safety issues that might arise from these trucks.

**STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS FREIGHT MOBILITY ISSUES**

Identify strategies to address freight mobility issues of freight intermodal connectors. Generally, these strategies are similar to those that would be considered for freight-intensive corridors that are not designated connectors. These strategies can be considered across three categories:

- **Infrastructure improvements**, such as adding capacity, improving pavement, and developing roadway geometry to match with truck operating needs.
- **Operational improvements**, such as improving signal timing, implementing intelligent transportation systems, and improving signage or striping of the roadway.
- **Policy improvements**, such as providing incentives to operate terminals during the nighttime to reduce daytime congestion and designating connectors as part of local truck routes.

\(^1\) More information on the FHWA Freight Advanced Traveler Information System (FRATIS) program can be found in the FHWA Talking Freight Seminar from July of 2014, https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/planning/freight_planning/talking_freight/july_2014/talkingfreight07_16_14sf.pdf.
CONSIDERATION OF SIGNIFICANT CONGESTION OR DELAY CAUSED BY FREIGHT

Calculations of delays can be used to estimate if there is significant congestion or delays caused by freight. Freight intermodal connectors typically do not suffer from major incidents, such as truck-involved crashes that have the potential to shut down corridors for several hours, impacting tens of thousands of vehicles while incidents are cleared.

FREIGHT INVESTMENT PLAN

One of the primary advantages of designating a roadway as an NHS freight intermodal connector is that the roadway becomes eligible for NHS funding. Therefore, investment plans that are developed as part of State Freight Plans should consider NHS funding along with freight-focused funding sources to improve freight intermodal connectors.

CONSULTATION WITH STATE FREIGHT ADVISORY COMMITTEE

State Freight Advisory Committees are a critical component to the outreach needed to develop a State Freight Plan and implement the recommendations that are developed in these plans. It is important to ensure that State Freight Advisory Committees incorporate the representation of stakeholders that are knowledgeable of the trends, needs, and issues of freight intermodal connectors. This can be accomplished by incorporating stakeholders that operate the freight intermodal terminals that generate truck traffic on the connectors. Additionally, consideration should be given to incorporating shippers and receivers of goods that rely on freight intermodal connectors in the State. Finally, representatives of truck operators that are familiar with the freight intermodal connectors.

More broadly, input needs to occur with local transportation agencies that in many instances own and operate the roadways along with potential community organizations that represent neighborhoods nearby to freight connectors. However, these two representatives are likely less important to include in the full State Freight Advisory Committee.
CHAPTER 4. CONCLUSIONS ON DATA TO SUPPORT INTERMODAL CONNECTOR PLANNING

Subtasks 9.2 and 9.3 examined a range of data-related items for freight intermodal planning. This section summarizes the results of these tasks.

CONNECTOR DATA IN EXISTING DATABASES

The primary sources of data to support intermodal connector planning are State Departments of Transportation (DOT) data collection programs, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS), and the National Performance Measurement Research Data Set (NPMRDS). Other important databases include statewide crash databases, which are used to identify safety issues on connectors, while emerging geospatial data being developed at the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology (OST-R) Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) has the potential to provide linkages between connector activity and other elements of the transportation system. These four key databases are described in the following sections.

State DOT Data Collection Programs

State DOTs maintain databases that include information on designated National Highway System (NHS) freight intermodal connectors. These databases typically include vehicle classification count data, pavement condition, and roadway geometric information. Several States have also purchased Geographic Positioning System (GPS) data which allows for truck and auto speeds to be estimated. Additionally, State DOTs may have also conducted specialized studies, such as freight plans or corridor plans which incorporate traffic volume or other data on these roadways. Similarly, metropolitan planning organizations and other local transportation agencies may have conducted studies that include data on freight intermodal connectors.

Highway Performance Monitoring System

The HPMS provides data that reflects the extent, condition, performance, use, and operating characteristics of national roadways. It includes a limited amount of data on all public roads and more detailed data for a sample of arterial and collector roadways. These data are used to assess highway system performance and measure FHWA’s and States’ progress in meeting strategic goals. Data in the HPMS is updated on an annual basis. However, there is typically a two-year lag between the current year and the most recent HPMS release.

There are 69 different data items reported as part of the HPMS. To some extent, all of these data are useful in assessing the condition and performance of intermodal connectors. Under 23 U.S.C 315, States are required to submit certain basic data items that are important for analyzing any roadway, including intermodal connectors. These data are length, lane-miles, total daily traffic, truck daily traffic, and the International Roughness Index measure for pavements.
Other HPMS data items that are particularly useful for an assessment of intermodal connector roadways include items related to roadway inventory (Through Lanes, Right-Turn Lanes, Left-Turn Lanes, and Speed Limit); traffic (Capacity, Future Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT); Number of Signalized Intersections, Number of Stop Sign Intersections, and Number of Other Intersections); and geometry (Lane Width, Median Type, Shoulder Type, and Left and Right Shoulder Width). All of these roadway characteristics have the potential to affect truck performance as observed through other data sources, such as NPMRDS.

**National Performance Management Research Data Set**

The NPMRDS contains passenger, truck, and combined travel time data on intermodal connector roadways. Although the goal is to fully cover all of the National Highway System (NHS), including intermodal connector roadways, this has not yet been achieved. Truck travel time data contained in the NPMRDS is derived from truck Global Positioning System (GPS) readings from various motor carriers nationwide. Because the carriers that participate are larger, the data can be skewed towards larger commercial vehicles (e.g., class eight and above).

Data in the NPMRDS is updated on a monthly basis. Typically, there is a two- to three-month lag between the current month and the latest month of data available in the NPMRDS. In addition to issues related to the coverage of the data, there are sometimes concerns about its accuracy, especially on routes of lower functional classification where traffic volumes (and particularly truck volumes) are relatively low. Currently, there is no standardized methodology to filter out the effects of control delays or traffic incidents on the reported travel times. Because of that, average speeds derived from the travel times may appear to be lower than expected on some facilities based on local knowledge.

The primary future improvement to the NPMRDS that could aid in planning for intermodal connectors is to ensure their inclusion in the database. This may require broadening the universe of data sources. Because intermodal connectors are smaller roadways that most long-haul truck traffic would not utilize, a collection of smaller regional carriers may be needed to provide coverage on these roadways as they are more likely to use them on a daily basis. The other primary improvement to the NPMRDS regarding intermodal connectors should be controlling the quality of the data. This could be done by periodically examining derived speeds compared to the findings from local speed studies.

**Crash Databases**

At the Federal level, crash data on NHS intermodal connectors may be recorded through programs at the FHWA, Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). As part of the Highway Safety Improvement Program under 23 U.S.C. 402, FHWA requires all States to complete Strategic Highway Safety Plans. At a minimum, these plans analyze fatalities and serious injury crashes, roadway, and traffic data. NHTSA requires that all medium and heavy trucks involved in a fatal accident report information on the crash as part of its Trucks in Fatal Accidents (TIFA) database under Section 2009 of SAFETEA-LU (23 U.S.C. 402). Similarly, FMCSA requires motor
carriers to report truck crashes that result in a serious injury or fatality under U.S. Code of Federal Regulations Parts 390.15.

None of the databases specifically denotes if a truck-involved crash occurs on an intermodal connector. This must be determined by a manual comparison of the crash location to the FHWA NHS Geographic Information System (GIS) files and information given online on the FHWA Office of Planning’s Web site. Similarly, States are not required to specifically examine intermodal connectors as part of their Strategic Highway Safety Plans. Requesting that State Departments of Transportation (DOT) and other partner agencies indicate in crash data if a roadway is an NHS intermodal connector would greatly improve the ability to conduct safety analyses on intermodal connectors. An additional improvement to consider is States including intermodal connectors explicitly in Strategic Highway Safety Plans.

**Bureau of Transportation Statistics GeoSpatial Tool**

The BTS, in conjunction with the Office of Survey Programs and the Office of Spatial Analysis and Visualization, is developing an intermodal freight database schema to support the multimodal network analysis, routing, and mileage calculation associated with the development of the 2017 BTS Commodity Flow Survey (CFS). As part of this process, data elements were extracted from several databases across all freight modes, which will ultimately be linked with the freight flows estimated in the CFS. The database also will include geolocation data that will be used to map the locations of intermodal freight facilities, and demonstrate their connections with both the rest of the freight transportation network and the commodity flows estimated nationwide. Some of this database will be useful for assembling information on the intermodal connector database. For example, the intermodal pipeline portion of the database will have longitude and latitude information that will allow key pipeline terminals to be pinpointed geospatially. It also includes information on the types of goods that move through pipeline terminals and the type of handling that occurs at the terminals.

**Facility Operator Databases**

Some information on freight intermodal connectors may also be available from facility operators, such as marine ports, railroads, and airports. Some of these operators monitor the use, condition and performance of these roads as an ongoing part of a planning program, while others may have conducted studies which collected data on connectors as part of a specific planning effort. For cases where the designated connector is the primary roadway connecting the facility to the NHS, freight volume estimates at the facility can be used to generate estimates of truck volumes.

**LINKING INFORMATION IN EXISTING DATABASES**

The greatest obstacles to linking intermodal connector data across databases are: 1) the incompatibility of roadway network topology in GIS databases (e.g., HPMS, NPMRDS, and State crash databases and linear reference systems); 2) the lack of a consistent and unique link-level identifier for NHS routes; and 3) differing timeframes on which intermodal connector data is updated. In particular, the NHS has different physical representations across the FHWA and State GIS databases. Because of this, it is very difficult to conflate the two different networks.
and integrate information on intermodal connectors from major databases, such as the HPMS and NPMRDS, with any degree of accuracy.

In addition to having a consistent topology across GIS databases, consistent and unique link-level identifiers also would improve the ability to connect information on intermodal connectors across the various data sources. States create their own route identifiers according to schemes that vary across States. These are then entered into the HPMS database. The NPMRDS uses link-level identifiers (i.e., Traffic Management Codes or TMCs) that are unique to that source and do not match the link-level HPMS identifiers. In addition, roadway links in the NPMRDS vary in length while those in the HPMS are typically 0.1 mile in length. Thus, there is no way to link performance data derived from NPMRDS using the typical logical queries contained in database management systems, such as Access and Structured Query Language (SQL).

Linking condition, performance, and safety data in order to assess intermodal connectors also requires that the temporal differences among these data sources be considered. The HPMS is updated annually with an approximate two-year lag; the NPMRDS is updated monthly with a two- to three-month lag; the Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) database is updated annually with a two-year lag; and State crash databases are typically updated annually with various lag times. Variation in the frequency of updates across databases present a challenge for making timely assessments of the condition and performance of intermodal connectors; by the time necessary data items are available, the operating environment has likely changed.

The inconsistencies in network topology, route identification, and the frequency of updates make it very difficult to draw on the full universe of data available to any analysis of NHS intermodal connectors. To resolve these issues, FHWA and its State partners would need to develop a GIS and cross-sectional database, such as a geodatabase, that represents the highway network in an accurate and useful manner for all stakeholders. This should be accompanied by new route identifiers that are consistent across all sources or provision of a crosswalk so that data can be matched across databases with minimal effort.

CONCLUSIONS ON UTILIZING EXISTING DATABASES TO SUPPORT FREIGHT INTERMODAL PLANNING

In 2008, the FHWA commissioned a survey and inventory of freight and other intermodal connectors. The survey information was used to build the Intermodal Connector Assessment Tool (ICAT), which provides a database describing the intermodal connectors and analysis routines to assess and summarize the use, condition, and performance of the connectors. The ICAT has been updated periodically as funding is available. The ICAT database has 21 data fields covering identification, ownership, use, condition, and performance. These fields define the baseline of data needed for effective intermodal freight planning and programming. As part of Subtask 9.3, the consulting team examined the potential development of this database as a stand-alone intermodal connector tool relative to the continued use of existing databases.

A stand-alone intermodal connector database would allow FHWA greater control over the accuracy of the data. This is because the quality of the individual data items could be vetted specifically for freight intermodal connectors. The quality of data drawn from existing databases
reflects the priorities and focus on those databases, which are not designed with a focus on freight intermodal connectors. For instance, although the HPMS contains a good deal of data that is relevant to the condition and performance of intermodal connectors, the HPMS was designed originally to address national-level highway program performance. The HPMS covers the entire NHS and intermodal connectors are a relatively small component of the NHS in terms of miles. The HPMS, data collection, and quality control procedures focus on larger geographies and higher-volume roadways than ICAT. However, utilizing the existing HPMS data has the advantage of linking the intermodal connector database to an established ongoing program that is mandated to be collected by State DOTs on a regular basis. It might be more effective to attempt to improve the accuracy in this preexisting database rather than developing a separate database whose accuracy is maintained separately.

Much of the information of interest for intermodal connectors is available in a handful of public databases; most notably, the HPMS, the NPMRDS, and the National Bridge Inventory. However, crash data and more detailed roadway information, such as posted speed limits, must be obtained from multiple databases maintained by State DOTs. Although these data are still publicly available, their overall accessibility is hindered by the number of individual entities that must be engaged to obtain the data. Thus, although much of the intermodal connector data is publicly available, a stand-alone intermodal connector database would improve accessibility by gathering all that information into a single location. Accessibility of data would likely be much more challenging for a system that relied on existing databases. This is because there would be the need to connect to multiple databases whenever a full set of intermodal connector data was needed. However, this could be streamlined by developing preexisting processes and compatibility tables that allowed all of the data to be pulled into a similar format each time it was extracted from the existing databases.

Updating information on intermodal connectors would be easier in a single database. A single database presents the opportunity to update every data item at the same time, which could improve the completeness of the data. In the 2009 report, Intermodal Connector Assessment Tool (ICAT) Focus State—Summary of Findings, participating States noted that the data required to support ICAT was often missing or incomplete. With a stand-alone database for intermodal connectors, FHWA could ensure that all the required data is present. Utilizing multiple databases is a challenge because each database has its own predetermined update frequency, which is unlikely to match that of the other databases on which the intermodal connectors rely. For instance, the NPMRDS is updated monthly while many other Federal databases (e.g., National Bridge Inventory, HPMS, etc.) are updated annually. There also is typically a one- to two-year lag between the time data are collected and time the data are available in the databases. Also, within the databases, not every data element will have an updated value; there will be holdovers from previous releases, so there is often a mismatch of data elements.

Maintenance requirements would be much more straightforward when utilizing a freight connector data that relied on existing databases. This is because the existing databases already are on their own maintenance cycles. The HPMS is maintained by the Office of Highway Policy Information; the NHS (including intermodal connectors) is maintained by the Office of Planning, Environment, and Realty; the National Bridge Inventory is maintained by the Office of Bridges and Structures; the NPMRDS is maintained through the Office of Operations; and the Freight
Analysis Framework is maintained through a partnership between the FHWA Office of Operations, OST-R, and BTS). Maintenance requirements for a stand-alone database would be very resource-intensive, likely requiring staff that would be fully devoted to maintaining this database similar to how other databases currently are maintained at FHWA.

The choice between using a stand-alone database versus using an existing database depends on several institutional issues within FHWA. Developing a stand-alone freight intermodal connector database would improve several elements of planning related to freight connectors. However, the additional effort required to develop and maintain this database appears to exceed the current demand. Over the short and medium term, the consultant team recommends that FHWA consider leveraging and better utilizing freight intermodal connector data included in existing databases as the most cost and time effective way of improving the data available to Federal, State DOT, Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO), and local agencies for planning and programming improvements to freight intermodal connectors. The focus of freight connector data improvement efforts should be on data quality within these existing databases. Most notably improving the accuracy of truck volume estimates on designated freight intermodal connectors was identified as an issue by many stakeholders and an analytical constraint in Phase I of this study.

OPTIONS FOR IMPROVING QUALITY AND THE AMOUNT OF DATA AVAILABLE FOR PLANNING ON INTERMODAL CONNECTORS

The FHWA may wish to consider the following findings to improve the quality and amount of data available for planning on intermodal connectors. These are external findings and do not necessarily represent the current views of U.S. DOT, including FHWA. The findings center on increasing the frequency of existing data collection initiatives that support the HPMS and, in some cases, utilizing data from sources not currently utilized in the HPMS. These include terminal gate surveys and truck GPS data.

Truck Count Data. To improve truck count data on intermodal connectors, FHWA could require State DOTs to conduct classification counts on intermodal connectors every three to five years. This would ensure that the auto and truck volume data on intermodal connectors contained in the HPMS is just as accurate as on higher-volume roadways that typically receive more attention. While this would require a greater investment of time and resources by States, it would provide the most accurate estimate of trucking and related economic activity on freight-serving connectors.

Speed Data. Speed data on intermodal connectors may be derived from truck travel time data in the NPMRDS. However, the coverage of intermodal connectors in the NPMRDS is not yet fully comprehensive. FHWA should identify ways to work with the producers of NPMRDS data to rapidly increase coverage to fully cover all designated NHS freight intermodal connectors as these roadways are often not covered in speed databases that are procured by State DOTs. Once this occurs, FHWA should perform link-level matching between the intermodal connectors as represented in the HPMS and NPMRDS geodatabases. In that manner, speed data can be drawn into HPMS from the NPMRDS and used to calculate common performance measures, such as volume/capacity ratios and level-of-service ratings.
Crash Data. It is recommended that crash data on intermodal connectors be recorded as part of the HPMS data collection process. Crash data is routinely collected and geocoded by States as part of Strategic Highway Safety Plans and public health initiatives. Thus, the data are readily available and the number of crashes on each intermodal connector roadway link in the HPMS geodatabase could be easily understood and monitored. The supplied data should also indicate the number of crashes resulting in serious injuries and the number of truck-involved crashes.

Origin-Destination Data. Origin-destination data currently is not collected for freight intermodal terminals as part of any formal FHWA data collection program. The collection of truck origin-destination data would improve both FHWA’s and its State DOT partners’ knowledge of trucking activity. It would yield insight into the actual routes utilized by trucks to access freight terminals and the areas which generate and/or attract the greatest amounts of truck trips to and from freight terminals. For these reasons, origin-destination should be included in a revised data collection program. Periodic gate surveys conducted by State DOTs and/or MPOs at freight-serving terminals are recommended as the most comprehensive method to capture origin-destination information. The coordination with terminal operators required to conduct effective gate surveys also creates an opportunity to collect information on the supply chains served by the terminal and roadway. Alternatively, analysis of truck probe data can be used to gather origin-destination information. This would need to be accomplished using a probe data set that tracked individual vehicles separately, as opposed to a data set like NPMRDS which has data separated by highway segment links. Truck probe data is a non-intrusive means of collecting origin-destination data that does not require explicit permission from vehicle operators. Gate surveys typically require various levels of permission and are challenging to conduct on a regular basis due to resource requirements. However, gate surveys allow for collected origin-destination data to be matched with commodity, supply chain, and vehicle attribute data. It is also typically easier to ensure collection of a representative sample using gate surveys, because many truck probe data sets are over-representative of specific populations of trucks (e.g. long distance trucks).

Supply Chain Data. An alternative to collecting truck origin-destination data is to map the predominant supply chain paths served by the terminal and its connectors. Mapping the predominant supply chain paths would first require the determination of an appropriate geographic scale. Supply chains often have global as well as national nodes. In addition, for each terminal the largest volume freight flows by product or commodity group must be determined in order to identify the appropriate supply chain to map. Once those are done, identifying the supply chain paths could be accomplished through interviews with terminal operators, motor carriers transporting the relevant goods and products, and the shippers and/or brokers that initiated the shipments. The interviews would determine typical shipment origins, interim stops at warehouses and/or distribution facilities, and the last-mile connectors used to access the terminal. Quantitative data on supply chains can also be ascertained through the acquisition of freight transaction data in which typically the full end-to-end modes, locations, and transit speeds are specified. Using a combined quantitative-qualitative approach could yield very useful information that would allow for the development of informed supply chain paths without the computational burden of origin-destination data. Supply chain interviews also would collect information on seasonal variations in freight movement and business trends that have a marked effect on the number of trucks using an intermodal connector. This data would be particularly
useful in designing data collection programs, ensuring efficient data collection targeted at time and locations that accurately reflect the use of the intermodal connector.

**Pavement Condition Data.** Pavement condition data for intermodal connectors can be obtained either directly from State DOTs or the HPMS database as pavement conditions are a required data item. As the HPMS contains information for all NHS routes, it is most efficient to obtain pavement condition data from the HPMS as all intermodal connectors are a part of the NHS. However, there are sometimes gaps and other inconsistencies in what is represented as the NHS in the HPMS database and what is presented in GIS files maintained by the FHWA Office of Planning, Environment, and Realty because of lags in State DOT reporting to FHWA, the construction or rerouting of roads, etc.

Despite these gaps, pavement condition data represented in the HPMS is comprehensive as information is provided for all NHS roadways, including intermodal connectors. However, because of the frequency of data collection and reporting, the pavement condition information in the HPMS may not be the most accurate. As States frequently repave, and even rebuild roadways, as traffic and environmental conditions cause deterioration and pavement quality can vary considerably between HPMS updates. Additionally, it should be considered that many pavement condition measuring techniques are not as accurate on roadways with slower speeds and frequent stops, which is the case with many freight connectors.

**Freight Performance Measures.** There are a number of measures that can be used to track the performance of freight intermodal connectors. The National Cooperative Freight Research program (NCFRP) Report 10 describes freight performance measures across all freight modes for both the public and private sector. This can be used as a reference to consider in developing freight performance measures.

The FHWA final rulemaking on national performance measures includes freight movement on the interstate system through the measurement of truck reliability. Truck travel time reliability on the Interstate highway system is captured by calculating the Truck Travel Time Reliability (TTTR) index. The TTTR index is the metric used to express the freight performance measure specified in the Final Rule – Freight Reliability. The TTTR index is calculated as the ratio of the 95th percentile travel time to the 50th percentile travel time: TTTR = 95th Percentile Truck Travel Time / 50th Percentile Truck Travel Time. High TTTR values indicate unreliable truck travel times while low TTTR values indicate more reliable travel times. For example, a TTTR value equal to 2 indicates that truck travel times may be twice as long as average travel times for a given time period.

In effect, the TTTR index gives an idea of how variable travel times are on the highway network. Highly variable, or inconsistent, truck travel times result in unreliable service over the highway network.

---

network. Unreliability is a direct cost to motor carriers as they must hedge against unreliable travel times by budgeting additional time into their schedules. This translates into higher transportation costs that may be passed on to shippers. More importantly, wasted time reduces available hours of service for the truck drivers.

The Freight Reliability measure is a weighted average (by segment length) of the maximum TTTR indexes observed over the five time periods specified in the Final Rule on performance measures. Its calculation is required for the Interstate system only and is computed as follows:

\[
\text{Freight Reliability} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{T} (S_{i} \times \text{maxTTTR}_{i})}{\sum_{i=1}^{T} S_{i}}
\]

Where:

- \( i \) = An Interstate system reporting segment;
- \( \text{maxTTTR}_{i} \) = The maximum TTTR of the five time periods of Interstate system reporting segment “i”;
- \( S_{i} \) = Segment length of Interstate system reporting segment “i”; and
- \( T \) = A total number of Interstate system reporting segments.

It is recommended that the measures tracked in the Freight Reliability measure be extended to cover designated FHWA freight intermodal connectors.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL NEXT STEPS

There are several next steps for FHWA to consider as a result of this study. The conclusions and findings described in this report were developed externally and do not represent the views of FHWA. There is the potential for FHWA to add some of this information into formal policy and guidance documents. This can occur within the context of current requirements to develop State freight plans (as described earlier in this chapter) or as part of the requirements incorporated into the designated NHS freight intermodal connectors program. Additionally, FHWA can reexamine the data requirements of national datasets such as the HPMS, NPMRDS, and truck crash databases to incorporate recommendations that will better describe their attributes as they relate to freight intermodal connectors (as described in Chapter 3).

---

3 (1) AM Peak = 6 a.m. – 10 a.m. Monday – Friday; (2) Mid Day = 10 a.m. – 4 p.m. Monday – Friday; (3) PM Peak = 4 p.m. – 8 p.m. Monday – Friday; (4) Overnight = 8 p.m. – 6 a.m. Sunday – Saturday; and (5) Weekend = 6 a.m. – 8 p.m. Saturday – Sunday.
